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The Only Child
by Mi-ae So
When a serial killer asks to
speak to her, and her husband's
eleven-year-old daughter
shows up at their door, criminal
psychologist Seonkyeong starts
to unravel the pasts of the two
new arrivals in her life.

Eight Perfect Murders
by Peter Swanson
An unsuspecting bookseller is
tapped by the FBI for help
solving murders that eerily
mimic the books on his list.

The Dutch House
by Ann Patchett
A tale set over the course of
five decades traces a young
man’s rise from poverty to
wealth and back again as his
prospects center around his
family’s lavish Philadelphia
estate.

The Book of Lost Friends
by Lisa Wingate
A modern-day teacher
discovers the story of three
Reconstruction-era women and
how it connects to her own
students’ lives.

The Other Mrs.
by Mary Kubica
Unnerved by her husband’s
inheritance of a decrepit coastal
property and the presence of a
disturbed relative, community
newcomer Sadie uncovers
harrowing facts about her
family’s possible role in a
neighbor’s murder.

The Truth Behind the Lie
by Sara Lovestam
After her young daughter
disappears, a desperate mother
turns to an undocumented
Iranian refugee moonlighting as
a private investigator, an expert
at living and working off the
grid, to help her locate her little
girl before it’s too late.
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